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1 1801417323 MUHAMMAD ANIS SYAHROMI 85 0 0 43 E
2 2101687501 ALFI KURNIAWAN 85 65 85 80 B+
3 2201728484 SHERLY CAROLINE 85 92 85 87 A-
4 2201730091 MICHELLE AURELLIA 85 90 85 87 A-
Institution : BINUS University Academic Career : Undergraduate
Campus : Binus Kemanggisan Term : 2019, Even Semester
Course : ENTR6004 - Entrepreneurship II Class : LE21
Note : The Student who are highlighted in red background will get zero (0) points because of their ineligibility to take the exam due
to Absence during Exam Period, Cheating, and any kind of Violation. For student who are sick during the exam period, the score will
be revised after the Make-Up Exam Period.
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5 2201730564 FRISA HOSEANI 85 90 85 87 A-
6 2201731882 CHRISTINE RUSLI 85 89 85 86 A-
7 2201756595 STEAVEN CALVINO 85 82 85 85 A-
8 2201759041 SILVIA 85 84 85 85 A-
9 2201774036 ANGELITA FRANSISCA SUWANDI 85 89 85 86 A-
10 2201774124 JOVAN 85 66 85 81 B+
11 2201780442 RENARDO CHRISTIAN 85 71 85 82 B+
12 2201785600 HANDICKO RYANTO SAPUTERA 85 86 85 86 A-
13 2201788590 JOHNSON 85 85 85 85 A-
14 2201795886 RACHEL GIANINA 85 72 85 82 B+
15 2201805501 CHRISTOPHER FEBRIAN 85 91 85 87 A-
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16 2201807186 BINSAR HUMIRAS 85 81 85 84 B+
17 2201808314 MUHAMMAD KELVIN HANAFINOVERI 85 67 0 60 D
18 2201809701 ABHARAN SHARFAN 85 68 85 81 B+
19 2201812173 ROIHAN ZAKI FADIL MAUWA 85 82 85 85 A-
20 2201823611 PEDDY SANJAYA 85 84 85 85 A-
21 2201824330 MARSHA MUTHIA FAKHIRA 85 82 85 85 A-
22 2201826802 RIFAT INDRAWAN LAYA 85 71 85 82 B+
23 2201828902 ZUBER SALEH OULDMOHAMMAD LEMIN 85 68 0 60 D
24 2201836601 AULLIA NUR ADAWIYAH 85 90 85 87 A-
25 2201837030 LILIS MARDIYAH 85 85 85 85 A-
26 2201838992 DEA NATHASYA HANAN HAURA 85 86 85 86 A-
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MASHUD
27 2201846571 FIRSTY LARISSA RAMADHANTI 85 92 85 87 A-
28 2201849503 FEBBY VELICIA 85 82 85 85 A-
29 2201852454 RIZKI INDAH AMALIA 85 85 85 85 A-
30 2201852555 SELFI SETIANINGSIH 85 89 85 86 A-
31 2201853526 AUFA NIKOLA 85 82 85 85 A-
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YOUR CLASS :
Home Class ENTR6004 - Entrepreneurship II
Entrepreneurship II
Entrepreneurship II is an advance study of entrepreneurship course series. Students who follow this course should have taken the
prerequisite courses, Entrepreneurship I and embedded Business Project I. The target of this course is the students should be able




Teaching and Learning Strategies
Textbook
LO1 Create an innovative business model
LO2 generate business strategies to make a sustainable business







Alexander Osterwalder. (2010). Business model generation : a handbook for visionaries, game changers, and challengers. 00.
John Wiley & Sons, Inc. New Jersey. ISBN: 9780470876411.
-. (-). -. -. -. -. ISBN: -.
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NO NIM STUDENT NAME TOTAL SESSION MAX ABSENCE SESSION DONE TOTAL ABSENCE
1 1801417323 MUHAMMAD ANIS SYAHROMI 7 1 7 2
2 2101687501 ALFI KURNIAWAN 7 1 7 0
3 2201728484 SHERLY CAROLINE 7 1 7 0
4 2201730091 MICHELLE AURELLIA 7 1 7 0
5 2201730564 FRISA HOSEANI 7 1 7 0
6 2201731882 CHRISTINE RUSLI 7 1 7 0
7 2201756595 STEAVEN CALVINO 7 1 7 0
8 2201759041 SILVIA 7 1 7 0
9 2201774036 ANGELITA FRANSISCA SUWANDI 7 1 7 0
10 2201774124 JOVAN 7 1 7 1
11 2201780442 RENARDO CHRISTIAN 7 1 7 1
12 2201785600 HANDICKO RYANTO SAPUTERA 7 1 7 0
13 2201788590 JOHNSON 7 1 7 0
14 2201795886 RACHEL GIANINA 7 1 7 0
15 2201805501 CHRISTOPHER FEBRIAN 7 1 7 0
16 2201807186 BINSAR HUMIRAS 7 1 7 1
17 2201808314 MUHAMMAD KELVIN HANAFI NOVERI 7 1 7 0
18 2201809701 ABHARAN SHARFAN 7 1 7 0
19 2201812173 ROIHAN ZAKI FADIL MAUWA 7 1 7 0
20 2201823611 PEDDY SANJAYA 7 1 7 0
21 2201824330 MARSHA MUTHIA FAKHIRA 7 1 7 0
22 2201826802 RIFAT INDRAWAN LAYA 7 1 7 0
23 2201828902 ZUBER SALEH OULD MOHAMMAD LEMIN 7 1 7 1
24 2201836601 AULLIA NUR ADAWIYAH 7 1 7 0
25 2201837030 LILIS MARDIYAH 7 1 7 0
26 2201838992 DEA NATHASYA HANAN HAURA MASHUD 7 1 7 1
27 2201846571 FIRSTY LARISSA RAMADHANTI 7 1 7 0
28 2201849503 FEBBY VELICIA 7 1 7 0
29 2201852454 RIZKI INDAH AMALIA 7 1 7 0
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NO NIM STUDENT NAME TOTAL SESSION MAX ABSENCE SESSION DONE TOTAL ABSENCE
30 2201852555 SELFI SETIANINGSIH 7 1 7 0
31 2201853526 AUFA NIKOLA 7 1 7 0
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